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Chairman’s Message
Jim Moxley

 As the end of the 2022 approaches, MAC chapter members have many reasons to look back 
upon the year as a success.
 By the end of the year MAC will have conducted 3 Flight judging events, 2 judging schools, 
2 technical sessions, 2 road tours, and a charitable event, among other things.  We met or exceeded 
all the requirements of the Chapter Top Flight Award; another feather in chapter’s cap.  
 The success started with the commitment of our Board of Directors. Many thanks for the 
event planning and implementation by Vice Chair Gil Dickens and Judging Chair Scott Juergens 
leading the way, while both serving a first term in their respective offices.  To those two, add all the 
members (more than 30) who turned out to support the chapter’s judging events by volunteering 
to judge and tabulate the judging sheets.  Still more participated in a charity event for the “Willing 
Warriors” organization, and others joined in a very fun road tour in October.  
 The judging events would not have been possible without the support of our excellent hosts – Dave Walker and 
Zip Corvette staff,  Justin Bates and Lindsay Chevrolet, and Rick Risser and Allen Donato of Turner Chevrolet. 
 A special note regarding the Board.  Tom Doi has stepped down after serving three years  as Secretary (and prior 
to that Judging Chairman)and I am greatly appreciative for the help he has given me and the chapter.  I am very glad to 
welcome Reto Weber as the new MAC Secretary.   Reto and Patrizia are in the US from Switzerland on a job assignment.  
They have been model volunteers in many MAC events and activities.  Please congratulate Reto and offer your support.  
 I am also pleased to recognize Wyndham Robertson, who is the new Northeast Regional Director, succeeding Gil 
Dickens who had been serving double duty as Regional Director.
During 2022 Sue Strawmyre stepped down from being the manager for charitable contributions after serving the chapter 
in that role for many years, not to mention the countless times she helped tabulate judging sheets.   I am glad to welcome 
James Robins to the role of charitable activities manager. 
 We started off the year with a celebration of the chapter’s 40th anniversary, which followed the judging event at 
Zip Corvette.  In addition, we had an abbreviated celebration at all of the judging events.  The celebration following the 
Zip judging event was the highlight of the year.   Among the nearly 50 attendees, we were fortunate and honored to have 
several founding members of MAC who regaled us with stories of the early days of the chapter.  In addition, several former 
Chairmen were present that added immeasurably to the celebration.   Check out the summer Signal Seeker for coverage 
of this memorable event.   The celebration set a positive and spirited tone that carried throughout the year.
 We may bask in the glow of 2022, but not for long since we are at work planning for a events for 2023.  We will 
also be making a concerted effort to help you find ways in which you can best help the chapter. It really does take several 
members to conduct our judging events and I ask your help to ensure successful events. 
 One measure of the spirit of the membership is through the Corvette branded clothing that many members wear 
to events.   

Have  wonderful  Christmas and Holiday season and  a successful New Year!
Jim Moxley, Chairman

see page 10
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Turner Chevrolet Judging Event Sept 24, 2022
By Gil Dickens

 24 MAC members and guests turned out at Turner Chevrolet in Harrisburg, PA for the final judging 
event of 2022.  Three immaculate Corvettes were presented for judging and all three earned the Top Flight 
award. John Essepian brought his ’53 (# 54 and in his family for over 40 years, Craig Shivers with his ’78 
with fewer than 1900 miles, and Mike McCagh who brought his impressive 1965 convertible.   All three 
received the Top Flight Award.  
 In addition to the Flight judging event a technical session was conducted by Scott Juergens and 
focused on using C1 manuals as a resource for restoration and preservation as well as for maintenance, 
repair and assembly.   
 Gil Dickens conducted a judging school that featured a review of C1-1953, NCRS “Glovebox” items, 
featuring his collection of original and repro examples, and dealer and owner documents.     
                  

   Keeping with our tradition in 2022 at each of our judging meetings, we spent a some time projecting 
photos from the chapter beginning in 1982.  The commemoration was celebrated with, what else, a special 
cake and was cut by one of MAC’s founding members, Mike McCagh, NCRS # 14.

      

                       

We would like to offer a special note of thanks to Rick, Allan, and the staff of Turner Chevrolet. They always provide 
a great lunch and large conference room and presentation facilities and make available lifts for our judging activities. 
Rick always greets MAC members with great (and funny) memories of his decades of Chevrolet experience. We are 
fortunate to have the Turner Team on board, as they have always been enthusiastic supporters of the MAC Club. If you 
have never been to a Turner Judging event – come out! It’s always a great time. 

Original ‘53 

clock instruction

Rick Risser, Turner Chevrolet, 
and Jim Moxley dish up the cake.

Mike McCagh cuts 40th anniv. cake 
while Turner host GM Allan Donato and 

Jim Moxley learn from the master.    
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 Our MAC Chapter completed the final road tour of the year 
with a bang to add to this successful year’s scheduled activities 
for 2022. In the recent 5–6-year period our road tours have 
centered around Northern Virginia where many MAC families 
are concentrated. This year we decided to reach further out 
and schedule a MAC Fall “South” Tour for the Neck, Richmond, 
and points south to seek out more families in outlying areas. 
That turned out to be a great decision as our families from 
that surrounding area, Maryland and further out came with 

enthusiasm! Our primary travel route started in Fredericksburg, up SR 218 to the Dahlgren 
area, with beautiful forested and windy roads, to the junction at SR 305, and into Colonial Beach 
for a tour of F&A Corvette and then lunch on the water at Wilkersons’ Seafood Restaurant. 

 There couldn’t have been a more picturesque, 
beautiful day for the drive with 70 degree temperatures, 
sporty, windy roads with changing foliage, and perfect 
timing for each of the tour stops. We had a nice turnout 
with eight cars and 13 members, which included 3 spouses: 
Martha Baird, Tena Freeman, and Cathie Sevila. We want 
more spouses to join us, and this was a great showing!

F&A Corvette is a 
Corvette Dealer-gem 
on McKinney Blvd 
that has been in Colonial Beach since 1980. The owner’s 
grandson, Hunter Coats Bristow now manages the operation, 
and it boasts an original 1953 and a 1954 Pennant Blue 
Corvette that 
Hunter displayed 
in addition to a 
1965 Fuelie, a 

white 1963 split window Coupe, and several beautiful 
C2s and C3s including a 435hp 68 on the showroom floor. 
There was also a wide assortment of C5s and C6s, along 
with a 70, 71, and 72 ZR1. 

NCRS Colonial Beach MAC Fall Road Tour Oct. 22, 2022
By Gil Dickens
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  The finale was the showing and discussion of Hunter’s 
Grandfather, Frank Coates Senior’s 1953 completely 
original Corvette, number 222.  Also, Mr. Coates’ 1954 
Pennant Blue car was beautifully restored and came with 
a great story. Frank Coates was drafted into the Army 
during the Vietnam War, and his 1954 was sold during 
his deployment. Years later, Frank had a yearning to see it 
again, and the family found it in a St Louis Museum. After 
negotiations the 1954 came back home for a complete, 
fully original restoration and the Pennant Blue paint job 
looks fabulous.  Frank Jr. and Hunter carry on the family 
tradition of 

over 40 years in Corvette sales and provided our chapter 
with a warm welcome and memorable tour.  Our thanks to 
Frank and Hunter for generously giving their time to us.
 Our final stop took us to Wilkersons, a highly 
rated seafood restaurant on the water in Colonial Beach 
serving a wide variety of American and Seafood dishes. 
Our crowd enjoyed the table layout near surrounding 
windows with panoramic views of the Potomac River.  
 There were three reasons this tour worked so 
well.  1.) Multiple departure points so that groups of 
families could take routes convenient to their location; 2.) Good organization and support from the 
Board and Southern Route members, and 3.) Vetting of two great destination points and the route. 
I’d like to especially thank Don Hooper for leading a MAC contingent from the King George Area 
to our junction at Gitties at Rt 305, the F&A Family, and the Wilkersons’ staff for such a nice layout 
and superb seafood. Because of this support, we intend to plan a MAC Southern Road Tour again 

in 2023 and hope all 
members will join 
us!
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NCRS Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Annual Membership Meeting Minutes

5 Nov 2022

The meeting was held at the Courtyard Marriott, Chantilly, VA.  Jim Moxley called the meeting to order at 
9:01 AM and welcomed the group.  The following Board of Directors (BOD) members were in attendance:

Jim Moxley (Chair)
Gil Dickens  (Vice Chair)

Tom Doi (Secretary)
Scott Juergens (Judging Chair)

Total attendance was 20 (Attachment A)

READING OF THE MINUTES
Tom Doi read the minutes from the 2 August 2022 BOD teleconference meeting.  

ELECTION OF OFFICERS FOR 2023
Jerry Duffy, chairman of the 2023 nominating committee, presented the following slate of candidates for 
the BOD positions.  
 Chairman: Jim Moxley (2nd term)
 Vice Chairman: Gil Dickens (2nd term)
 Treasurer:  Mike Wadley (3rd term)
 Secretary: Reto Weber (1st term)
 Judging Chairperson: Scott Juergens (2nd term)

Jerry stated that he had sent out 5 electronic (email process) and 4 were sent back.  Since there weren’t 
any other candidates, Jim asked for a motion for a vote of acclamation.  Bill Sangrey motioned and K.C. 
Strawmyre seconded.  The vote for approval was unanimous.

TREASURER’S REPORT
Mike Wadley was out of the country so Jim Moxley gave the treasurer’s report. Jim said that Mike is retiring 
and moving out of state next Spring so he will need to be replaced soon.  Jim reported that this past year’s 
expenses thru 31 Oct of $2,880.88 and income of $4,042.59.  Final MAC financial balance thru 31 Oct 2022 
was $40,735 (Attachment B).   Jim continued with the 2023 proposed budget.  The estimated income 
would be $7,038 and the estimated expenses would be $7,840. There was a discussion about cost savings 
measures. Jim reported that the cost of tent and table rental at Corvettes at Carlisle had nearly doubled 
since 2019, to $1,065 for 2023, and that we should revisit Carlisle participation for 2024. Jim proposed that 
the annual membership meeting cost for 2022 would be substantially under the $1,600 budgeted amount 
Jim mentioned that we could solicit more advertisers for the Signal Seeker for additional revenue.  Scott 
Juergens said that the price of judging meets may have to increase due to ribbon costs that have risen to 
$18 each and that doesn’t include a $25 setup fee for each order.  Another area of increased expenses was 
the Corvette at Carlisle tent rental.  
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
1. Membership – 

Jim Moxley provided the membership status.  As of 25 Oct, there are 193 paid, active members and 
14 inactive members.  

2. Judging – 

Scott reported that there were three judging meets this year and a total of 8 judged cars.   At the Zip 
Corvette meet in Mechanicsville, VA 3 cars were entered and all three achieved a top flight award.  
22 judges were on hand for the meet.  Two of the cars went to a regional judging and were also 
awarded top flight ribbons.  At the Lindsay Chevrolet meet, two cars were entered and both achieved 
a top flight.  15 judges were on hand for the meet.   The Turner Chevrolet meet had 3 cars entered 
including a very original ’78 and a ’53.  All achieved a top flight award.  Scott thanked the tabulators 
that participated at the events.  He mentioned that Ops will be performed when the car comes off of 
the trailer.  Bill Sangrey suggested that Ops should be performed at the start of the meet including the 
cold start, however if a car is driven to the meet that morning, the cold start requirement should be 
conducted after lunch  

3. Charity – 

 James Robins announced that MAC sent $519 to “Serve Our Willing Warriors” in 2021, from 50/50 
raffles and member donations. MAC also received a 50% match from NCRS which added to the total 
contribution to Willing Warriors. This year’s 2022 charity donation will be sent after the MAC Holiday 
get-together. An additional $100 will be donated from the chapter bank funds. In addition to SOWW, 
MAC will be contributing $100 to the NCRS Foundation.  Bill Sangrey talked about the Foundation 
which was formed in 2006 for scholarships for NCRS members including their families. In addition, 
the valuable NCRS archives are stored in the Library of the Antique Automobile Club of America 
[AACA] in Hershey, PA. Bill is secretary of the Foundation Board.  The total scholarship funding per 
year is $15,000 and is given to about 15 people.  Tom Doi asked if the $100 should come from the MAC 
charity escrow, however it was decided to keep it as a separate MAC expense.

OLD BUSINESS
Bill Sangrey mentioned the possibility of holding a two day MAC judging retreat similar to the National 
judging retreat.  Scott said that he would consider it.
Jim Moxley discussed MAC’s progress on achieving a 2022 NCRS Chapter Award.  He talked about the 
requirements for the award and stated that MAC is on track to achieve a Top Flight.  Jim continued with 
a “Help Wanted” slide that listed the following unfilled vacancies: S.E. Regional Director and Newsletter 
editor.  It also requested more judges, tabulators, and tech presentations for the 2023 meets as well as tech 
articles for the Signal Seeker. 

BREAK
During the break, there was a silent auction of material that was provided as a donation.  The Corvette and 
related parts were donated by James Robins. In addition, several Corvette books and other literature were 
auctioned.  The proceeds of the silent auction ($66) will be part of the 2022 SOWW donation.

GUEST SPEAKER
This year’s guest speaker was Robb Parr who is the publisher of the “Collector Cars Guide”.  He provided 
some history on creating the guide for car enthusiasts.  The guide is a booklet of events, auto services, and 
vendors that would appeal to the car hobbyist.  Vendors that are listed are vetted by Robb to help ensure 
credibility for users of the resources. 
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NEW BUSINESS
1. The winner of the 50/50 raffle was Sue Strawmyre.  The total amount collected was $66.  Half of this amount goes to 

our designated charity, “Serve Our Willing Warriors” and the other half to the winning individual.  Sue donated her 
portion of the winning to the charity.  The proceeds from both the silent auction and this raffle (total of $132) will be 
part of our annual donation.

2. Gil Dickens presented the proposed 2023 MAC Schedule of Events.   It included the three NCRS regional meets and 
the national meet in French Lick, Indiana.  Three MAC judging events meets are also scheduled and will be hosted by 
Zip, Turner Chevrolet, and Lindsay Chevrolet.  Gil reported that the 2023 schedule will feature two MAC road tours. 
It appears that separate northern and southern road tours are desired as well as a having several departure points for 
each of the tours.  It was noted that the 2024 National Convention will be in Hampton Roads, VA.  Since the local 
chapters are no longer responsible for setting up the national meet, they will be notified only if additional help is 
required.  

3. Jim Moxley read the following proposed By Law change which would expand the BOD officer terms from 3 years 
to 5 years (Bold indicates change).  The officers of the Chapter shall be the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, 
Treasurer, and Judging Chairman and they shall be elected by the membership at large during the annual meeting 
as per Article III, paragraph 3.1.  The Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, and Judging Chairman 
shall be elected for terms of one calendar year, and for no more than five consecutive years.  

Tom Doi made a motion to accept the proposed change.  The motion was seconded after which there 
was a lengthy discussion about whether the term for the treasurer should be three years instead of the 
proposed five years.   Both Bill Sangrey and K.C. were in favor of a three year term for the Treasurer 
due to an incident that occurred previously.   K.C. made a motion to amend and limit the proposed 
change for the treasurer’s term to three consecutive years.  The motion was seconded and approved 
by voice vote.   

4. Tom Doi agreed to perform an audit of the MAC 2022 finances.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None.

ADJOURNMENT
Jim Moxley thanked everybody for attending.  Jim made a request for a motion for adjournment. Tom Doi 
motioned for adjournment.  The motion was seconded by Gil and approved.  The meeting adjourned at 1:15 
PM.
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2022 Annual Meeting November 5, 2022
By Gil Dickens

 The Minutes of the annual meeting included in this issue provide a detailed chronology of the meeting.  
But it is useful to elaborate on the presentation by our guest speaker, Rob Parr, Publisher of the “Collector 
Car Guide”.  The guide developed by Rob is still evolving as a resource that presents vetted services and 
products, as well as an extensive event calendar that covers the range of automotive interests in our region.  

The overall goals and mission are far reaching and are presented here.  
Purpose and Goals/Our Mission- Part 1 

To recommend 4 star + rated services to help you purchase, repair, restore, protect, sell and ultimately 
enjoy your collector vehicle. We screen all businesses before we accept their ads to ensure the job is done 
right the first time with the correct parts, you are treated with respect and save you valuable time and 
money!

• To promote small businesses, the backbone of our local economy, who employ the best      most knowledgeable 
and experienced staff to perform your needed services.

•	 To	help	connect	you	with	other	car	hobbyists	that	share	your	passion	about	your	make	and	model	as	well	as	
other makes/models you admire through events and clubs. “We came for the cars… we stayed for the friends,” 
is a slogan used by many car clubs

•	 To	 promote	 the	 continuation	 of	 the	 collector	 car	 hobby	 to	 the	 next	 generation.	 This	 helps	 to	 preserve,	
protect and promote appreciation of our investment in the future.

•	 To	educate	the	public	how	collector	cars	are	part	of	our	heritage	and	freedom	on	the	open	road

•	 To	promote	that	we	responsibly	keep	our	vehicles	in	the	best	state	of	tune	and	safety	to	prevent	accidents

•	 To	promote	that	government	works	with	the	collector	car	community

•	 We	support	SEMA	to	prevent	new	legislation	that	further	restricts	use	of	our	collector		 	 	
vehicles.

•	 We	oppose	the	15%	Ethanol	content	mandated	for	gasoline,	which	will	destroy	the	engines	in	over	90%	of	
all vehicles currently on the road and voids manufacturer warranties.

Check out the Guide at: CollectorCarGuide.net
The Guide now includes the NCRS Mid-Atlantic Chapter in its listing of regional car clubs. 
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NCRS MAC Tour of John Essepian Garage Nov. 14th, 2022
By Gil Dickens 

 Many of us attending the Turner Chevrolet Judging Event in 
September were thoroughly impressed with John Essepian’s high 
scoring 1953 Corvette, which Top Flighted easily. To my knowledge, 
John’s number 54 was the first 1953 that our chapter has judged for 
a MAC member.  So when John graciously offered a tour of his garage 
and car collection to MAC members, I was more than happy to see the 
1953 again. Since our Annual Membership Meeting was scheduled 
Nov 5th, we had to postpone until Nov 12th, but it was well worth the 
wait.  There had been a previous conflict w October 22nd, the day of 
our Fall Road Tour and his celebration of the Grand Opening of his 
car garage. I did not realize this was truly a” Grand Opening”, after his building the structure from scratch 
over a year’s time. I had previously read about the October Grand Opening, and that he had converted 
an indoor tennis court as the basis for the new garage. But I had no idea how spacious and gorgeous the 
garage was. Basically the former tennis court provided the space, but very little other than the foundation 

perimeter asphalt around the structure was used. 
What is incredible, to me, was that John and family, 
his two sons and wife, had completed constructed this 
impressive facility.    
 John patiently explained the major parts of the 
work that went into this incredible garage and facility. 
Major stainless steel beams were secured and brought 
onto the site, along with lumber, walls, and equipment 
including lifts and equipment, and of course they 
poured the concrete for this massive area. His son Jack, 
a student at Virginia Tech University, and a talented 
carpenter and builder in his own right, spot-welded 
the beams and framework for the structure. Another 
i m p o r t a n t 
note is that 
John and 
his brother 
rebuilt and 
refurbished 
C o r v e t t e s 
while in 
college to 
make money 
for their 
education. 

 Upon entering the main structure area we were met with several banquet tables filled with 
sandwiches, salads, desserts in a spacious main great area. In the back was a fully equipped bar the length 
of the back wall w a bar that encompassed the back span, perhaps some 60-70 feet, fully stocked with 
mirrors, stools and comfortable views of the surrounding area and wall posters of cars and racing events. 
On the second floor, with isles, ropes and stations was displayed John’s beautiful and diverse collection. 

Wayne, Gil, and Jack Essepian
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 All of the many cars on display had been rebuilt 
by he and his family, including several mid-years, a 
435HP 68 Convertible, a 70 Barracuda, a 76 Lincoln 
Town Car that his father owned, and a ’67 Small Block 
that he finished in Medical School. We heard his wife, a 
fellow ophthalmologist, had stripped the paint on one 
of the collection’s mid-year Corvettes. We all stood 
in wonderment, with many asking how he found the 
time since medical school is famous for occupying 
most of a 24-hour day in work, studies and practice. 
He simply stated it was good therapy! There was also 
a beautiful original white Ferrari Testarossa in one of 
the isles that made me reminisce about Miami Vice. 
 

 
 

Of particular note was a 1910-1915 Series 25 HP Wright Flyer 
completely running engine, the only operationally running one of its 
scarce type in the world. John had procured this engine indirectly from 
a recent manufacturer of replicas of the original Wright Flyer. It was 
fascinating to hear the history behind these engines, and see the four 
vertical lift cylinders, crude exhausts with screw plugs, and a flywheel 
that was about ¼� in thickness. This was aeromotive history in our 
presence. Our chairman, Jim Moxley, well-read student of this history, 
noted this engine was a solution to a power plant for the Wright Flyer to 
develop an engine that could carry its own weight. This special and rare 
early aircraft engine, a part of Wright Brothers history, added a special 
touch to an already stellar exhibit of the Essepian special collection. 

Jack and John Essepian (L/R) at our Turner Chevrolet Judging Event with the NCRS 
MAC Chapter Top Flight award ribbon for their 1953 Corvette presentation.

This author, and all of the eleven MAC Members that were able to attend are grateful 
to John, his wife Kerry, and son Jack for an extremely entertaining, educational and 
rewarding event. As one of our newest MAC members, Jack plans to attend our 
annual Christmas Event. I hope all of you will get a chance to welcome John and ask 
him personally about his Corvette passion and rebuilding efforts. From all our club 
members, thank you so much John! 

Some of the beauties in this shot include the 1960 Sebring 1st Place 
Class Winner, 1962 Black/Red, 1968 435HP Convertible, a 1958 
Red/Black, and on the end a nicely restored 1954 Polo White

Opposite side (L/R) you can see a 1974 Big Block Convertible, 
the 1953 Turner Judging Event Top Flight Winner,  and on the 
end a small block ’67 that John rebuilt while attending medical 
school. As he mentioned he used an Emory board to smooth pits 
out of the master cylinder.
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Tech Tip 
THE FLAP OF A WINGNUT’S WING

(or How I Spent Easter Afternoon)
 Bob Baird

 A beautiful Easter Sunday, the perfect day to put the top down on our ’60 Corvette and drive over to our 
daughter’s after church for Easter dinner.  Since the ’60 hadn’t been started for a while, my wife, Martha, took 
the air cleaner off just in case a shot of starter fluid might be necessary.

 Oops!  One of the wingnuts fell off the air cleaner lid.  Not to 
worry, we’ll look for it when we get back home.  I put another one 
on and off we went.

 It wasn’t but a few miles before I heard something hit and 
make a loud noise under the hood.  I immediately thought that the 
missing wingnut had bounced and hit the fan and hoped it had not 
been sent careening into the radiator.  I immediately looked at the 
temp gauge and it was already pegging!

 Fortunately, there was a street coming up on the left, so I pulled in and turned off the car.  I looked under 
the hood and saw the fan belt wrapped around the shaft of the fan.  So we called our son, Rob, to come and take 
us to get a new fan belt.  

 When I started checking under the hood, I had 
realized that the fan belt was not the real issue 
because over half of one side of the generator pulley 
was completely gone!

 What had apparently happened was that the AWOL 
wingnut bounced exactly right to go between the fan 
belt and the generator pulley just as the fan belt was 
going into the pulley, and the wingnut was carried in 
between the two.  There not being sufficient space for 
the wingnut, over half of one side of the pulley then 
went AWOL and the fan belt, not having sufficient 

pulley, left its post and wrapped around the shaft of the fan.  So that meant a fan belt would not do.  When Rob 
arrived, I had him take us back home and, not finding a spare generator, I borrowed the generator and fan belt 
off my then unfinished 1957 Corvette race car.

 Rob drove us back to where the ’60 was parked and he went on to Easter dinner and I replaced the 
generator and found that the fan belt was not 
broken.  The rubber was cracked in a couple of 
places and a tooth on the bottom side was missing.  

 By that time, we had missed Easter dinner, 
so we went back home where I took the borrowed generator and fan belt off the ’60 and put them back on the 
’57.  And, later, after getting a new pulley, I got the generator back on the ’60.

 We have all heard the story of the flap of a butterfly’s wing and how seemingly inconsequential things, 
through an unanticipated chain of events, can eventually cause something much bigger to happen in the future.  
This principal has been illustrated and shown to be true by the simple flap of a wingnut’s wing!
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Tech Tip
Mid-Year Small Block (no C60 A/C) Heater Hoses, Long or Short?

Don Hooper

Long.  Except for one; the shorty hose 
from the Harrison expansion tank outlet 
to the Tee into the ¾” (upper) heater hose. 
 

The factory original shorty hose, as 
depicted in the Assembly Instruction 
Manual (AIM) was very short. 2 1/8” at 
most.

With that short Tee hose, the longer hoses, 
especially the 5/8” (lower) hose, were routed 
outside the ¾” hose and up and over, between 
the tank and the Tee.  Also, the Tee was oriented 
45 degrees down. See the arrangement 
depicted in image from the 1964 AIM.  

The long primary hoses, short Tee hose, and angled Tee ensured the hoses 
were high up above and outside the inner battery hold down post.  See 
the photographs, which include an original hose and clamps on a Tee.
This configuration served two purposes. One, the hoses are routed 
as far as possible away from the right exhaust manifold. And two, the 
long hoses facilitate easier removal of the battery when necessary, by 
enabling the Harrison tank to be laid over on top of a towel covered 
right valve cover.  Fasten the tank by bungee cord to the oil filler tube 
and have ample room to lift the battery up and out of its hiding place. 
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 Sometime back, Page Campbell and I were talking about how starters and solenoids were painted 
from the factory.  Most know that the starter is painted, but most think the solenoid isn’t.  And don’t we 
all just love the look of a gleaming cad-plated solenoid body held on with gleaming cad-plated fasteners?

 But on original C2 starter/solenoid assemblies, he had noticed that the solenoid body 
was also painted and postulated that a mask of some sort was placed over the terminal end 
of the solenoid during paint.  I had noticed the same thing with a few original C1 starter/
solenoid assemblies I have, including the starter I took off my 1960 when I restored it.

  So the time has now come to share this information exclusively 
with the members of MAC!  The first photo is looking down onto an 
original July 9, 1958  starter.  As seen, the starter and solenoid are painted 
as an assembly.

  When you think about it, it only makes sense.  Assemblies 
were as complete as possible before shipping to the Flint engine plant.  
For the solenoid to not be painted would mean that the starter and 
solenoid were shipped separately and the assembly line workers would 
have to get both out and connect the solenoid to the starter before 
putting it on the engine.  Not likely.

  Examining the terminal end of 
the solenoid gives us an idea of what 
type of mask was used.  It appears that 
the small R and S terminals were masked, 
along with everything to the right.   But  
the screw on the upper left and the 

larger terminal connecting into the starter itself both show black paint.  

 It is difficult to determine exactly where the mask ended, and this 
may not be important with black 
on black.  But, for a correct NCRS 
restoration, mask the terminals to 
which you will be connecting wiring, 
and black out the entire rest of the starter/solenoid assembly.

  The photo of a 1969 starter also shows the same painting of the 
assembly, indicating that this holds true for C1-C3s.

  Finally, note that on earlier starters, the solenoid was attached 
with hex bolts/screws (TR here), as opposed to Philister screws not 
long after this 1958 starter, and dome head screws as seen on the 1969.

Tech Tip
C1-C3 Starter/Solenoid Assembly Paint

Bob Baird
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter Schedule of Events 2023

February 4th   Bowtie Judging Process Carolina Ch  Morrisville, NC 
February 23-25  Florida Regional      Lakeland, Fl
April 1   Tech Session/Judging School    Mechanicsville, VA
    ZIP Corvette
Mar 23-25   NCRS Tucson Regional    Casino Del Sol, AZ
May 6    Tech Session/Judging School         Front Royal, VA 
    Lindsay Chevrolet
June 10   MAC N. Road Tour- Gunston Hall   Lorton, VA
June 18   Father’s Day       Chantilly, VA
        Sully Antique Car Show 
June 18   Father’s Day Classic Car Show       Colonial Beach, VA
July 15   Willing Warriors “Vettes for Vets”   Haymarket VA
July 23-27   National Convention      French Lick, IN
August 11-12   Antique Auto Club of America       Moline, IL
    Grand National
August 25-27   IMSA Michelin GT Challenge      
    Virginia International Raceway    Danville, VA
August 24-26  Corvettes at Carlisle    Carlisle, PA
Sept 14-16   NCRS Ontario Regional    Ontario, CD
September 23  Tech Session/Judging School   Harrisburg, PA
    Turner Chevrolet
October 1   MAC S. Fall Road Tour    Colonial Beach
October 14   Rockville Antique and Classic Car Show-
             Corvette Row       Rockville, MD
October 19-21  Texas Regional     Frisco, TX
November 4   MAC Annual membership meeting   Chantilly, VA

Usually there is quite a variety.   It would be great to see members proudly wearing shirts or jackets featuring the MAC 
logo.  They are now available with the 40th anniversary logo as well.   Be sure to check out the Apparel section of the 
MAC website and follow the ordering instructions.  MAC’s apparel supplier now offers the clothing and accessories 
line with the MAC 40th anniversary logo.   Wear the colors!  Just in time for Christmas.

continued from page 1
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2023 MAC Board of Directors
Elected Officers
Chairman   Jim Moxley     (2nd Term)
Vice Chairman  Gil Dickens     (2nd Term)
Treasurer   Mike Wadley   (3rd Term)
Secretary   Reto Weber      (1st Term)
Judging Chair   Scott Juergens (2nd Term)

Regional Directors
Northeastern   Wyndham Robertson
Southeastern   Vacant 
Southwestern   Bob Baird
Northwestern   Ron Wilson

Appointed Board Members
Membership Manager  Jim Erickson-
    Nepomuceno
Signal Seeker Editor 
Charitable Activities  James Robbins  
Historian 
Nat’l Corvette Museum Chuck Berge
NCRS Chapter Awards Prog Don Hooper
Property Manager  Bob Baird
Technical Advisor  Mike McCagh
Website Manager  Wayne Welch

 

New Members
Mark Brugger

Bethesda MD

David and Cathy H. Laudermilch
Halifax PA

Gene Zambrano
Pittsburgh PA

Jennifer Stefanik
East Berlin PA

Frank Clark
Columbia MD

Thomas and Kay Bulluck
Rocky Mount NC

Judging Chairman’s 
Message
Scott Juergens

Annual Meeting Judging 2022 Review 

Zip Meet:  
3 Cars   1 sportsmen car   All 3 Top Flighted 

Frank Everitt 2004, 
Robert Peckham 1966,

Wes Schrom 1999
2 cars went on to a regional and Top Flighted 

2004, 1966 
We had 22 judges participate 

Lindsay Chevrolet meet: 
2 cars 1 sportsman both cars Top Flighted 

Reto Weber 1982, 
David Forkner 1972

We had 15 judges participate

Turner Chevrolet Meet: 
3 cars All Top Flighted

1965 Mike McCagh, 
Craig Shivers 1978, 
John Essepian 1953

17 judges participated 

Interesting observation on judges 7 people 
participated at 2 events, 5 people went 2 all three.

I want to thank everyone that helped us out on 
judging this year, if we want to keep up judging 3 
or 4 cars, we defiantly need everyone’s support. 
As always, I greatly appreciate the help form the 
ladies doing the Tab! Look forward to next year’s 
meets.

Lasty we are going to make a change to how 
we judge to get more in line with national and 
regionals.  If you trailer your car, it will be the 
owner’s responsibility to come in and get me, 
I will get the judges assigned to your cars ops 
which will occur as it comes off the trailer. If 
you drive your car to the meet your ops will also 
occur first thing as with the tailored car the only 
difference your cold start will happen after lunch 
early afternoon to give the car time to cool down.    
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PA RT S      •      A C C E S S O R I E S      •      R E S TO R AT I O N      •      U P G R A D E S SINCE 1977
w

CALL OR ORDER ONLINE
1-800-962-9632

Int: 1-804-746-2290
www.zip-corvette.comFREE CATALOGS FOR EVERY GENERATION

A BUSINESS MADE
FOR THE AMERICAN MADE.

Corvettes are all we do.
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Send in Your Articles 
You	 don’t	 have	 to	 create	 a	 novel.	 An	 article	 for	 Signal	
Seeker	is	all	it	takes.	
Few	 subjects	 are	 taboo.	 A	 short	 paragraph	 for	 “Tech	
Tips”	or	a	“Did	you	know?”	blurb	works	great.	
Have	 you	 found	 a	 great	 road	 to	 drive	 or	 have	 you	
discovered	 what	 not	 to	 do	 when	 working	 on	 your	
restoration?	 Feel	 free	 to	 send	 a	 small	 article	 about	 a	
small	project	or	a	 large	article	about	a	 large	project	or	
even	a	large	article	about	a	small	project!		
Pictures	are	always	welcome	with	stories.	If	you	haven’t	
got	 the	 time	 or	 desire	 to	 write	 an	 article,	 send	 an	
outline.	 I’ll	write	 the	 story	and	send	 it	 to	you	 for	your	
review	&	blessing	and	you	get	the	byline	and	the	credit	
Remember,	another	MAC	member	is	facing	an	issue	like	
you	 did	 and	 your	 help	 will	 be	 appreciated	more	 than	
you	can	imagine.	
Your	Signal	Seeker	Editor	

ISSUE ARTICLES DUE PUBLISH DATE

Spring 2023 February 28th March 15th

Summer 2023 May 31st June 15th

Fall 2023 August 31st September 15th

Winter 2023 November 30th December 15th

	

Hi MAC,
I wanted you all to know that my best friend and dad David Juergens 
passed away on Friday morning November 11, 2022. Dad was a long-
time member Of NCRS and MAC. He never was able to participate 
much due to his profession and supporting my mom in their design 
business. As a kid when the Driveline came in the mail, we would talk 
about it and I would dream of the day I would have my own. We spent 
uncountable hours working on the 64, and the 71 through the years. 
I would always tell him he taught me everything I know.  He would 
respond with thanks, but you taken what I have taught to an all-new 
level.
 I will carry on being the caretaker of the Corvettes and make 
him proud. This past year he was able to attend all of our meets and 
judge cars, and he thoroughly enjoyed it. He told me he wished he 
had done more of this during the years. He looked forward to meeting 
like-minded Vette people and he went on a couple of road tours. 
 Dad will be interred in Milwaukee Wis with my late mom, at 
private graveside service with family in the spring per his wishes.

Scott Juergens, MAC Judging Chairman  
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter, National Corvette Restorers Society 

Membership Application and Renewal for the 20____ Year 

Name:  ______________________________________ Spouse:  _________________________ 

Address:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

City:  ____________________________________State:  __________ Zip +4:  _____________

Home Phone:  ________-________-__________     Alt/Cell:  ________-________-__________

NCRS # (Required):  ____________ Email Address: ___________________@_____________ 

Corvette Year(s) Currently Owned:  ________________________________________________ 

*If RENEWING or JOINING-full year (before 7/1), then Membership Dues are $25.00
NOTE: A member of MAC must first join and have an NCRS number. 
Make your application/renewal online using the links below or 
complete and submit the above form and mail with your check. 

*If JOINING-half year (after 6/30), then Membership Dues are $15.00
(Do NOT use the Chapter online service if you are joining for a half-year at $15)

Make check payable to: 

Mail form and check to: 

Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS 

Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS 
c/o Jim Erickson-Nepomuceno, Membership Manager
1430 Valley Mill Ct
Herndon, VA  20170

Join NCRS online at https://www.ncrs.org > Join > Membership > New NCRS Membership 

Join the Mid-Atlantic Chapter online (after obtaining an NCRS Member Number) at
https://www.ncrs.org > Services > Join an NCRS Chapter > Mid-Atlantic Chapter

Membership questions to: ncrsmac@gmail.com


